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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Through midday, light to moderate onshore winds are forecast ahead of a cold front. Most associated showers should remain 
inland through this afternoon. This evening into tonight, winds across the west Gulf will back to the east-northeast and north-
northeast as the front moves offshore. Sustained winds will rise to 20-30 knots with higher gusts while seas increase to 
moderate levels. Scattered showers and potentially a few general thunderstorms may accompany the frontal boundary. 
Moreover, fresh to strong post-frontal winds will extend eastward off  SE LA/MS/AL and northern Gulf waters late tonight into 
early tomorrow morning. Fresh to strong winds and moderate seas will filter into central/eastern deepwater leases tomorrow 
morning through tomorrow afternoon. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Saturday, winds and sea state conditions will gradually improve from west to east as high pressure settles into the 
northern Gulf. By Saturday evening, 5-7 foot seas should be confined to deep water areas between Walker Ridge and Destin 
Dome. Sunday into Monday may feature a return of light to moderate east/southeast winds as high pressure shifts east ahead 
of the next cold front. American and European guidance are currently in strong agreement with a strong frontal passage and 
significant wind shift occurring by Tuesday. Sustained gale force winds and very rough seas may develop behind the front in 
the west Gulf. Rough seas may extend into the eastern Gulf Tuesday afternoon through Wednesday. Forecast solutions 
diverge Wednesday evening and beyond. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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